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(54) Bridge-circuited magnetic sensor having magneto-resistive element and fixed resistor with 
the same layer configuration

(57) The application provides a magnetic sensor
which can suppress an irregularity of a central potential
due to a change in a temperature, decrease size of the
sensor, and lower the manufacturing cost of the sensor.
A magneto-resistive element (8) and fixed resistor (9) are
provided on an element base (7) and have the same con-
figuration elements. A second magnetic layer (19) and
non-magnetic layer (18) in the fixed resistor (9) are re-
versely laminated on each other in a manner different

from the magneto-resistive element (8), and the second
magnetic layer (19) is formed in contact with the first mag-
netic layer (17), thereby fixing the magnetization direc-
tions of the first magnetic layer (17) and the second mag-
netic layer (19) to the same direction. In this manner, the
irregularity of the temperature coefficient between the
magneto-resistive element (8) and the fixed resistor (9)
is suppressed and the irregularity of the central potential
due to the change in the temperature is suppressed.
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